External fixation or arteriogram in bleeding pelvic fracture: initial therapy guided by markers of arterial hemorrhage.
Bleeding pelvic fractures (BPF) carry mortality as high as 60%, yet controversy remains over optimal initial management. Some base initial intervention on fracture pattern, with immediate external fixation (EX FIX) in amenable fractures aimed at controlling venous bleeding. Others feel ongoing hemodynamic instability indicates arterial bleeding, and prefer early angiography (ANGIO) before EX-FIX. Our aim was to evaluate markers of arterial bleeding in patients with BPF, thus identifying patients requiring early ANGIO regardless of fracture pattern. Patients with pelvis fracture were identified from a Level I trauma center registry over a 7-year period and records reviewed. From this group, two subsets were analyzed: those with initial hypotension related to pelvic fracture, and those without hypotension who underwent pelvic ANGIO. Data included hemodynamics, response to resuscitation, presence of contrast blush on CT, fracture treatment and outcome. Adequate response to initial resuscitation (R) was defined as a sustained (>2 hours) improvement of systolic blood pressure to >90 mm Hg systolic after the administration of < or = 2 units packed red blood cells. Those with repeated episodes of hypotension despite resuscitation were classified as non-responders (NR) RESULTS: From 1/94-1/01, 1171 patients were admitted with pelvic ring fracture. Thirty-five (0.3%) had hypotension attributable to pelvis fracture. 28 fell into the NR group, and 26 of these underwent ANGIO. Nineteen (73%) showed arterial bleeding while 3 resuscitation response patients underwent ANGIO with none demonstrating bleeding (p = 0.03). Sensitivity and specificity of inadequate response to initial resuscitation for predicting the presence of arterial bleeding on ANGIO were 100% and 30% respectively while negative and positive predictive value were 100% and 73%. In patients with fractures amenable to external fixation (n = 16), 44% had arterial bleeding on ANGIO, and all were in the NR group. An additional 17 patients without hypotension also underwent ANGIO. Contrast blush on admission CT was seen in 4, 3 of which had arterial bleeding seen on ANGIO (75%). Sensitivity and specificity for contrast blush in predicting bleeding on ANGIO were 60% and 92% with positive and negative predictive value being 75% and 85%. In patients with hypotension and pelvic fracture, therapy selection based on initial response to resuscitation in BPF yields a 73% positive ANGIO rate in NR patients. Delay in ANGIO for EX FIX in patients with amenable fractures would have delayed embolization in the face of ongoing arterial bleeding in 44% of patients. In stable patients with pelvic fracture, contrast blush also indicates a high likelihood of arterial injury and ANGIO is indicated. Optimal therapy in the face of BPF requires early determination of the presence of arterial bleeding so that ANGIO can be rapidly obtained, and response to initial resuscitation as well as the presence of contrast blush aid in this decision.